Influence of shear on microbial adhesion to PEO-brushes and glass by convective-diffusion and sedimentation in a parallel plate flow chamber.
Microbial adhesion to surfaces often occurs despite high wall shear rates acting on the adhering microorganisms. In this paper, we compare the wall shear rates needed to prevent microbial adhesion to bare glass and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)-brush coated glass in a parallel plate flow chamber. Initial microbial deposition rates were determined for different wall shear rates between 4 and 1600 s(-1) on the top and bottom plates of the flow chamber. Deposition efficiencies alpha(SL), based on the Smoluchowski-Levich approach, for Pseudomonas aeruginosa D1, Escherichia coli O2K2 and Candida tropicalis GB 9/9 decreased with increasing wall shear rates and were lower for PEO-brush coated glass than for bare glass. Characteristic shear rates preventing adhesion to the bottom plate were around 10 and 1.0 s(-1) for the bacteria on glass and the PEO-brush and 36 and 3.4s(-1) for the yeast strain on glass and the PEO-brush, respectively. This demonstrates that the adhesive forces between microorganisms and a PEO-brush are comparatively weak, although some strains may have the ability to adhere to a PEO-brush under low shear conditions. Microbial deposition efficiencies alpha(SL) were much larger, however, than unity for bottom plate deposition, but could be reduced to realistic values by averaging the deposition rates found for the top (negative contribution of sedimentation) and bottom (positive contribution of sedimentation) plates.